Kawasaki Robotics has marked 50th years since its establishment, and opened a special website.

Please visit here ⇒ https://robotics.kawasaki.com/en1/anniversary/

Kawasaki has launched a new general-purpose painting robot KJ244 to the existing explosion-proof type K series robots. This new robot has a maximum reach of 2,490 mm, and compliments between the existing KJ194 and KJ264 robots. Three variations are available by installation method; floor, shelf and wall mount types.

With this new model, the K series has enriched its line up offering 18 models. The main specifications of the new robot are as follows:

**KJ244 Specifications**

- **Application:** Painting (explosion proof)
- **Payload capacity:** 15 kg (wrist), 25 kg (arm)
- **Max. reach:** 2,490 mm
- **Mass:**
  - 540 kg (floor type)
  - 530 kg (shelf, wall)

KJ244 (floor type)